
 
Final test 
Card ONE 

 
1 Listening task. 
You are going to listen to three people speaking about unusual jobs they have. Answer 
these multiple choice questions.  
 
1. I've sold products for animals. 
1 speaker one 2 speaker two  3 speaker three 

2. Sometimes I look at people on a computer. 
1 speaker one 2 speaker two  3 speaker three 

3. Modern technology has made my job even more unusual. 
1 speaker one 2 speaker two  3 speaker three 

4. I've never met anyone famous while doing my job. 
1 speaker one 2 speaker two  3 speaker three 

5. One of my past jobs involved me just standing somewhere. 
1 speaker one 2 speaker two  3 speaker three 

6. I think this job will always be required. 
1 speaker one 2 speaker two  3 speaker three 

7. Bad weather can cause problems in my job. 
1 speaker one 2 speaker two  3 speaker three 
 
2 Fill in the gaps 
get up get on with make neighbour go off 
1 The fire __________ soon after your friend dropped a cigarette. 
2 Yesterday was a holiday and I _______ late. 
3 My sister is talkative enough and she can ________ friends quite easilly. 
4 The sooner you bring a cake  the sooner we can____________ with the celebration 
5 I hate my __________ because he makes noise at 5 a.m.  
 
3 Read and retell 
The term IT is commonly used as a synonym for computers and computer networks. Several 
industries are associated with information technology, including computer hardware, 
software, electronics, semiconductors, internet, telecom equipment, engineering, healthcare, 
e-commerce, and computer services. 
Thanks to the continuous development of computers, the original computing systems 
became minicomputers and later personal computers took the lead. Nowadays, mobile 
phones are dethroning the personal computer and computing is developing faster to become 
disembodied more like a cloud, becoming accessible more easily whenever needed. 
Information technology has transformed people and companies and has allowed digital 
technology to influence society and economy. It has, in this sense, shaped societies and 
adapted itself to people's needs. 
 



 
 
 
 


